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Campus holds meeting on tuition

~

Mike Madden
Staff Writer

Recent announcements have
shown that government officials and
college leaders are planning to reduce
federal financial aid and increase
tuition over the next five years from
1996 to 200 1. At the Tuition Panel
meeting held last Wednesday, November 1, these leaders were on hand to
explain the causes for these increases,
the trends regarding tuition and
financial aid, and things students can
do to prepare for upcoming tuition
increases.
At the informational meeting,
officials revealed three major causes
for the coming increase in tuition. The
first reason centered around professors' salaries. In the past, teachers
were well underpaid for their prodigious efforts. Plans to counterbalance

........

this include raising professors' salaries to an acceptable level. Another
reason given for fee increases was

renovation to crippled buildings over
the past years has been necessary.
Without these need renovations,
students would be lacking facilities for
an adequate education. Finally and
most importantly, tuition will be
rais~d because of the demand for
quality equipment and technology to
supplement "book learning."
As
technology expands, schools must
upgrade each year or several times per
year. To pay for these upgrades,
tuition must be increased.
Likewise, campus officials predicted two majors trends regarding
tuition and .financial aid Firs~ they
feel there will be limited revenue
available for higher education in' the
future. With federal and state governments cutting back on spending,
education will likely lose some
funding
as well. These cuts are
expected to come in the form of
reductions in grants, loans, research,

UMR wins Missouri QualityAward
Jeff Leong
Staff Writer

On Thursday, October 26, UMR
became the first university to receive
a Missouri Quality Award and the
first public research university in the
nation to win such an award.
The Missouri Quality Award is
an award that recognizes businesses,

universities, and public-sector organizations that strive for continuous
improvemen~
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high performances,
and customer service. The award is
modeled closely after the prestigious
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality
Award that was established in 1987.
Missouri
Governor
Mel
Carnahan presented the award during
the Excellence in Missouri
Foundation 's third annual Missouri

Quality A ward ceremony in Jefferson
City.
Selection for the award begins
with an application submission. It is
reviewed by the Missouri Quality
Award Board of Curators.
"When we submitted our application to the Missouri Quality
Award, our goal was not to win the
award, but to get an outside
evaluation of our internal processes,
to see how well we are serving our
students, alumni, industry, and other
stakeholders," Chancellor John T.
Park said, "Winning the award,
however, is a pleasant outcome of
this entire process."
The campus has used the
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality
Award standards as a way of
measuring performance in a variety

of areas . These standards gauge an
organizations leadership, use of

see Quality, page 10

and other government financial aid
programs. Another trend is an increase
in tuition. Tuition will increase
gradually over the next five years .
Leaders do not expect tuition to
increase rapidly, but rather, they see it
increasing at or near the rate of
inflation.
With all the rumors of tuition
hikes and financial aid cuts, many
questions were asked regarding preparation for the future. One answer was
to get involved in Student Council and
other organizations that have a say in
college affairs. Another was to
continue to attend meetings on the
issues and let campus and government
leaders know that students care about
tuition increases. Also, it would be
wise to start saving for college through
high school and elementary school: a
substantial savings will help greatly
when ~ntering college. Finally, it is
necessary for students to obtain
scholarships and grants: with scholarships and grants the fmancial burden
of tuition raises will be less severe.

Willenson to speak at UMR

~

News Services
Source

Neil Willenson, the founder of
Camp Heartland, a summer program
for children affected by AIDS, will
speak at the University of MisssouriRolla at 7 p.m. Tuesday, November 14,
in Centennial Hall of University Center-East.
Camp Heartland is the nation's
largest summer camp for children who
have AIDS or HIV, or who have or have
lost family members with AIDS.
Willenson's speech is free and open
to the public. Prior to his speech, an
AIDS awareness banquet will be held
at 6 p.m. in Centennial Hall. Tickets
are $8 for students and $10 for all
others. A portions of the ticket sales
will be donated to Camp Heartland.

Tickets for the event may be purchased at the ticket office in the University Center-West or by contacting
Stephanie Franklin, UMR wellness
coordinator, at (314) 341-4225.
With Willenson will be some chil- .
dren who have attended Camp Heartland in the past. They will talk about
their own experiences of living with
AIDS and will discuss AIDS prevention.
Other AIDS awareness activities
being sponsored by UMR in November
and December include:
-A free public lecture by Grant
Lewis, a Missouri teenager who has
AIDS, at 7 p.m. Wednesday, November 29, in the Carver-Turner Room of
University Center-East on campus.
-UMR TECHS, a peer-education
group, will hand out red ribbons and
information on HIV and AIDS during
the UMR men's basketball game
against Missouri Baptist on Friday,
December I.
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Friday

6:30 pm: Student Council Executi ve
Co uncil Meeting, Silver & Gold

7:00 pm : Newman Center Social
Night, Newman Center

7:00 pm : AIDS Awareness public
lecture by Neil Willenson , Centennial

7:00 pm: Show-Me Anime Meeting,
204 McNutt

7:00 pm: UMR Fall Film Series,
"Hoop Dreams," 104 ME

12:00 pm: UMR Booster Club meeting. G&D Steakhouse

7:00 pm: SUB Movie: Outbreak, 104
ME

7:00 pm : Society of Women Engineers Meeting, Missouri

12:30 pm: Sigma Xi seminar, "Intelligent Control of Smart" Structures,"
Missouri

9:00 pm: SUB Movie: Don Juan
DeMarco, 104 ME

7 :00 pm : Assoc. of Engineering GeOlogists, 204 McNutt

Saturday

7:30 pm : St. Pat s Committee Meeting, 107C ME Annex

All organizational meeting times
and places are provided by the Student Activity Center, 218 UCW_
Please send all changes to the a forementioned office.

Wednesday

3:30 pm: UMR Electrical Engineering Department Power Engineering
seminar, 103 EE
6:00 pm: Wesley Foundation
Breakaway, Wesley House
7:00 pm: AGC Meeting, 114 CE
7:00 pm: AIChE Meeting, 104 ME
8:00 pm : Kappa Kappa Psi Meeting,
215 ME
8:00 pm: Tau Beta Sigma Meeting,
216 ME
9:00 pm: Newman Center Mass,
Newman Center

1:00 pm: UMR Miner football , Missouri Western State College, Jackling
Field.

12:30 pm: Civil Engineering Senior
Seminar series, 114 CE
12:00 pm: Intervarsity Christian Fellowship Bible Study, Walnut
12:30 pm: Newman Center Scripture
Study, Newman Center

7:00 pm: UMR men's basketball ex hibition game, Caltex Stars of New
Zealand, MUlti-Purpose Bldg
7:00 pm: SUB Movie: Outbreak, 104
ME
9:00 pm: SUB Movie: Don Juan
DeMarco, 104 ME

2:00 pm: Chinese Student Association Classes, 105, 117 ME
5:00 pm: Newman Center Student
Mass, St. Patrick s Church
6:00 pm: Wesley Dinner and Chapel,
Wesley House
8:30 pm: Omega Sigma Meeting, 204
McNutt

Monday
12:00 pm: Toastmasters International
meets, Missouri

Toastmasters Mig., Mis-

4:30 pm: UMR Chemistry seminar,
"Dynamics of Poly(methyl acrylate)d3 on Silica," G-3 Schrenk

6:30 pm : American Nuclear Society
Meeting. 227 Fulton

5:30 pm: Gamma Beta Sigma Meeting, Mark Twain

7:00 pm: Intervarsity Christian Fellows hip Meeting, Meramac

6:00 pm: Independents Governors
Meeting, Meramac

7:30 pm: Bible Study. Lutheran Student Center

Tuesday

7:30 pm: St. Pat s Committee Meeting , 107C ME Annex

11:30 pm: UMR Civil Engineering
Graduate seminar, "What's New in

6:00 pm:
souri

PI KAPPA PHI SCAFFOLD SIT

Next Wednesday
2:30 pm: StuCo Lawyer, Walnut
6:00 pm : Eta Kappa Nu M;"'ting, 104
EE

To increase awareness of their na-

tional philanthropy, Push America, the
members of Pi Kappa Phi will be sitting at the top of a scaffold from Monday Nov. 6 to Wednesday, Nov 8. Push
America is the national outreach
project of Pi Kappa Phi, working to

dren by building them playgrounds.
Come see Pi Kapps on the scaffold at
1704 N. Pine, or visit our campus booth
at the Puck.
The Epsilon Alpha Chapter of kappa
Delta Sorority is once again selling
Kappa Delta Rolla Gold Cards. Gold
Card sales raise money for the sorority's
national philanthropy, the Children's
Hospital in Richmond, VA. Each Card
entit les the bearer to continuous discounts from 15 local merchants until
November 30, 1996. Cards cost $5
each. Participating businesses include:
Domino's Pizza, Shoney's, KFC, Java
& Cream, Kent Jewelry, Dunkin Donuts, Johnn y's Smoke Stak.
Adventuretime Video Station, Imo's.
Marriott's University Center Cafeteria,
Ozark Mountain Embroidery, the Coffee Grind, Sonic, Sunny.Wall Flowers,
and Pizza Inn. Cards will be arriving
November 8, 1995 . For more information, or the place an order for the

6 :00 pm : Wesley Foundation
Breakaway, Wesley House
7:00 pm: ASCE Meeting, 11 4 CE

Sunday

4:30 pm: Chi Epsilon Meeting, 117
CE
6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellowship Meeting, Mark Twain

Chi Alpha Meeting ,

8:00 pm: Circle K Meeting, Missouri
1:00 pm: UMR rugby, SI. Louis men's
team "Hornets," UMR Rugby Field .

Thursday
10:00 am: UMR Staff Council meeting, 117 Fulton

8:00 pm:
Meramac

$42.75
plus
tax.
PHD STUDENTS AND FACULTY:
Please place yo ur cap and gown orders
by November 3 and the UMR Bookstore. November 3rd is the deadline
for rental orders. We cannot guarantee delivery of attire placed after this
date and a LA TE FEE will be charged.
Your may pick up yo ur order after
December 6 at the UMR Bookstore.
The UMR Bookstore will be open Saturday, December 16 from 10:00 am to
4:30 pm. All rentals may be returned
Saturday, December 16 at the MultiPurpose Building in the downstairs
hallway following graduation or must
be returned to the UMR Bookstore
Monday, December 18 by noon.

8:00 pm: Kappa Kappa Psi Meeting,
215 ME
8:00 pm : Tau Beta Sigma Meeting,
216 ME
9:00 pm : Newman Center Mass,
Newman Center

Announcements/
Financial Aid
Now hiring student ambassadors to
assist the admissions office with the
recruitment of new students. Applications are available in 102 Parker Hall.
All applications must be returned by
4:30 Friday, November 3, 1995. For
more information contact Julie Parker
102 Parker Hall, 341-4075.
A TrENTION DECEMBER GRADUATES
Commencement announcements are

now available in the Registrar's Office
for a ll st udents who will be
graduationg on December 16. 1995.
These announcements are provided by
the Universiry at no cost to the graduate.

8:00 pm: SUB Play: The Devil You
Say, Centennial

Cement and Concrete Construction?"

220 CE
6:00 pm: AIDS Awareness Banquet,
Centennial

BACHELOR AND MASTER STU DENTS: May purchase their attire at
the UMR Bookstore anytime after December 6. Bachelor and Master attire
does not need to be ordered in advance.
Price Bachelor $20.50 and Master

-0..
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The Life and Times ... Check, Please!
Howdy, all!
I would like to
sincerely apologize to all of those of
yo u out there who count on me for my
little tidbits of insanity every week
and were terribly disappointed by my
lack of an article last issue, but I'm
sure you understand tha~ while I am
Supreme Leader of the Universe, I am
also still an engineering student here
and ye 01' EIT SOria' zapped me for
the weekend. Anyway,l'm back, and
ready to begin the fina l countdown to
Chrisunas break. (Okay, so my
motivation hasn't improved any!)
Sometime during the 1993-94
school year (yes, ages and ages ago), I
wrote an article abo ut my pet peeves,
little things like folks who don't
believe in using blinkers while
drivin g and waitresses who disappear
on you halfway through the meal.
Well, not to beat a comatose horse or
any thing, but I' ve had just a little bit
too much exposure of late to those
amazing vanishing food service folks
lately and I just have to say something
here.
Now, I realize that waiting tables
is not a lot of fun and it's long hours on
your feet and there are some really
cranky people out there who are not at
all a joy to wait on. I also know that

the majority of those out there in this
occupation are really good at their job
and do n't leave their customers to
collect dust in the comer booth.
However, when I go to a restauran~ I'm
there to ·order, eat, and then pay for my
pizza, not to be left out in no-waitress
land for half-an-hour as has happened to
me way too often lately at a great variety
of local food places.
Now, I figure it's no good to
complain about this stuff if you don't
have a solution to the problem, right?
So, instead of griping any further, I'm
going to offer a few suggestions to
rectify the vanishing-waiter/wai tress
syndrome. Yet again, there's no need to
thank me now; just remember that
Chrisunas is coming. Anyway, here
' goes.
How to Get Some Attention From
Your Server at a Food Establishment
(good generic title, don ' t yo u think?)
I. Every table should come with a
basket containing those little flags that
ships use to send signals to far away
observers.
2. Bring emergency road flares.
3. Carry with you a set of placards to
hold up periodically throughout the
meal: Dying of Dehydration; Check,

Please.. . NOW!!; Aren't the
Breadsticks Supposed to Come Before the Pizza?; One More Minute
Without a Menu and Your Tip Gets
It... (Insert your own sign here .. .)
4 . Spill your soda (make sure you aim
it out into the main aisle and not onto
yourself)
5. Start coughing loudly while
discussing the recent trip you took to
tlle mosquito-infested Amazory.
6. Fake the Heimlich Maneuver on a
friend.
7. Walk around the restauran~ asking
for French fry handouts.
8. Talk about how great it is that the
men in the white coats let you out on a
weekend pass.
9. Wear a "Press" hat and say yo u' re
the local restaurant critic.
10. Ask the lady next to yo u if she sees
the monkey on her salad.
So, there you have it. If anyone
has ever tried any of these, please let
me know how they work. I'd be
interested in knowing. I'm starting to
get a bit desperate here. Anyway,
hope you all have a fabulous week and
remember: Thanksgiving break (i.e.
time off school, Grandma 's cooking,
and lots of pumpkin pie) is only 13

Feeling Green?
Brian Gosnell
Staff Writer

The greatest aspect of St. Pat's is
that it is a celebration for everyo ne.
It's a time for all students to take a
break from studies and have a week
of fun and parties. It's also a great
time for the entire city of Rolla and
anyone who makes the trip down
here for the festivit ies. Every person
who buys a sweats hirt is participating in the 88 -year tradition that
makes Rolla famous. Most of the
UMR s tudents get their Green and
attend Follies, Gonzo, and all the
other eve nts that make St. Pats the
greatest week of the year. Some
s tudents are wearing their ' 96 Green
and counting the d aze ' till the Best
Ever S1. Pat 's '96, wis hing they
co uld participate more in the celebration. Well , the best way to get
more invol ved wi th the grea test
event aro und is to join the greatest
organizalion on campus. The St.
Pat's Committee will be recruiting

new members early next year and
right now is the perfect time to start
thinking about joining. The SL Pat' s
Committee not only puts on the biggest celebration of the year, but also
provides valuable personal contacts
and leadership experience. If yo u
are interested in becoming a mem·
ber, the S1. Pat's Committee will be
holding an informational meeting on
Tuesday, November 14 in the Mark
Twain Room of the University Center East. The meeting will start at
7:00 PM and new membership will
be the primary topic. If yo u have any
questions please contact:
Jim Kamper
S1. Pat ' s Recruitme nt
Triangle Fraternity
364-8968
or
Ryan Fisher
St. Pat' s President
Theta Xi Fraternity
364-8158
Even if yo u aren ' t interested in
joining the St. Pat's Committee, yo u
can still have fu n in all the fes tivities

see

st. Pat's, page 14
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In the la s t few years. we
have s een a r es urgence of th e
horror genre . Within this body
of fi l m s, th e va mpi re mov ies
seem to ha ve emerged from the
d ead , to fin d li fe aga in in the
nineti es. Th e newest add itio n to
the long li st of va mpire fl icks, is
Vampire in Brookl y n. Th e
movie featur es Eddie Murphy,
makin g hi s return to the silver
s.creen.
as
(h e
va mpire
Max imi ll ian. Al so starring in
the film are An ge la Basset (she
portrayed Tin a Turn er in What's
Love Got to d o With It?) as the
l ove int er e st , and Kade e m
Hardi so n (Dewayne Wayne frdm
"A Different Wo rl d") as a modern vers ion of Renfield. The plot
is ra the r basic: vampire comes to
city to find a bride, wind s up
f~nding bride, ge ts fo iled in the
end . Actually , the story is quite
similar to Coming to America,
except yo u don't ge t to hear
James E arl Jones in this mov ie .
The movie, which mo st would

thi nk a comedy, is not, nor is it a
horror film. Vampire in Brookl yn
is jus t entertaining. There were
funn y p art s in the film , bu t it
was n ' t e no ugh to co ns titute a co medy , nor was it serious eno ugh for a
dram a . Labeling as ide, the mo vie
was enj oyable, and a l ar ge part of
thi s is du e to the di rec ti on of horro r

BEFORE 6 PM-ADULTS 53.00
(UMITED TO SEATING)

CALL FOR SHOWTIMES

FORUM TWIN
1101 E. 18TH S1

341-2418

VAMPIRE IN BROOKL YN (R)
Showing 11 /10 & 11 /11 ONLY
NOW AND THEN fPa,-13)
GET SHORTY (R)
(Showing 11 /10·1 1/16)

m as ter Wes Craven.
And no w for so m ething
completely different: a book review. Yes , I do read and some time s e nj oy th e ex p e rience .
Wh at th e re vi e w is o n is actually
a ser ies of books, wr i tt" n by
Robert Jo rda n. " Th e Wheel of
Tim e" series, so far s ix books,
detail s th e last few years of
c iv ilization. Th e Dark One is
s lowly being re leas ed from his
pri s on, and it is up to The
Dragon Reborn to stop him. The
story is a cl ass ic good vs. ev il,
wi th hints of Conan , Dune , and
even Star Wars (my biased
op inio n ) thrown in for good
measure. The series is fantasy,
but it deals with mostly human
c har acters and the only bizarre
c r eatu r es in the books are
Ool~r, overly tall individuals
(giants) w ith a s light overgrowth of hair. All six books
are no w out in paperb ack, but be
warned: the story is very addictive ... and very long .

-
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MIN eT? MUSIC ReVIeW
Performance
Sound quality
Jeff Daniels
Music Re,1ewer

This doesn ' t have much to do with
the music world, but can you believe
that we have less than a month and a
half left in the semester? I REALLY
need to get to work on that heat transfer
project Back to the music scene. 'Got
to see Gwar last weekend, but you will
have to wait until . next week for
JimBob 's review. Not much to report
about upcoming sho ws. I hope, sometime in the next few weeks, to have a
"What to do while on Christmas vacation" article. I will try to compile all
the shows worth seeing during the upcoming holidays . I have been getting a
lot of good material to write about, so
stay tuned for some ZZ Top, Bob
Seager, and The Radiators in the upcoming weeks. If yo u have any comments, suggestions, or requests of cd 's
that you might want to read about, you
can emai l me at JAD@UMR.EDU.
Here are the reviews. Enjoy.
The Jeff Healey Band
Cover To Cover

Arista

8
7

to be the blues numbers . "Stop
Breakin' Down" from Robert Johnson,
"Highway 49" from Big Joe Williams,
and "Evil" from Willie Dixon are all
fantastic songs. "Stuck In The Middle
With You," the only song to get a lot of
airplay, is an excellent version. "Angel," the old Jimi Hendrix song, is
probably the best song of the group.
With a group of songs originally recorded from classic blues artists of the
fifties to the likes of the Yardbirds, Led
Zepplin, CCR, and even the Beatles.

What do you get when you give a
blind, white, Canadian guitar player a
bunch of classic rock-n-roll and blues
songs? Jf you give them to Jeff Healey,
yo u are going to get pure magic. The
getting-back-to-basics idea seems to
be a popular theme for musicians these
days. Clapton's From The Cradle,
which was a tribute to the artists that
i!,spired him to play, is a good example. Healey's intent with
this collection was not a tribute: he wanted to get back to
the band' s early days ofplaying in bars. The cd is meant
to entertain and that is what
it does best.
Unlike Clapton' s col·
lection of blues favorites,
Jeff Healey ' s new cd is a
compil ation of rock and
blues, held together musically in a way th at only a lap
playing gu itar genius could
do. I must admit that I am a
big fan of the blues. (You
can catch my show "Damn
Right I Got The Blues" on
Tuesday nights from 6-9.)
Because of this, my favorite
songs on the record are going The Jeff Healey Band

Healey's special touch makes it all
work.
I was very happy with this cd My
only drawback is that cover albums can
get a little tiresome after a while. I
hope that this was a fun experiment.,
which worked out very well, and The
Jeff Healey Band will not continue to
record more of their own music. I
would highly recommend this cd to
anyone. It has a little of everything on
it so you will like something. After
hearing it, I really would like to see Jeff

---------------------------------------

Healey live. I will keep an eye out for
any news about a future concert near
here and let you know what I flOd out.
In the mean time pick up this Cover To
Cover. You will enjoy it.
J. Daniels
Polara
~

Interscope Records
Performance:
Sound Quality:

5 (bdng a pillow)
6

Do yo u want mellow? Or do you
want Rock? Well, these guys from
Minneapolis have combined the two to
make an album that either puts you to
sleep or makes you get up and dance.
The opening song, "Counting Down, "
orchestrates itself with a simple drum
beat and guitars wailin g back and
forth . The complexity of this song is a
bit on the weak side, but overall it is
bearable. The singer reminds me of a
conglomeration of EMF's lead singer
and the seriousness of the Gin Blossoms lead vocalist. The repetitious,
almost monotonous guitar and drum
patterns playing the same thing over
. and over make one wonder if this song
will ever end. Maybe when they

see MusIc, page 14
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ZLAM,
Pam

Classified Ads

Iloveyou!

ZLAM, YR
..Sweets
Sigma Pi is awesome!!

FQr Sale: Kenwood Stereo.
$450
Smith Corona Word Processor. $100
341-8021

Attention BSEE and CS Students Interested in telecommunications? ExpIore_LDDS WoridCom's World Wide
Web
Saver
at
h II p: /I

Ellen, Jan and Amy -When is our next "camping" experience?
ZLAM,
Pam
ZETA'S NEW MEMBERS ARE THE
COOLEST!!

www.wcom.com
Are you searching for that special
someone? Call 1-800-61 1-4280 for
singles look.ing to meet you.

Personals

Olth.. feel
a,nilyol ,

!IDng. No
h,tm~I"·.
~ .
""

ZETA TAU ALPHA IS NUMBER
ONE!!

~ fol\i'.&s,

Heather, Stacey and Amy ··
Our family is the best! !
I love you guys!!

Chris and Brian -YBS loves yo u!!!

-P
Jenn -YUBS loves you!!
ZLAM,
Pam
Jeremy _.
You'd better NOT get an attitude
with me!
··"Mom"
Andrew··

econcert near
vhatIfindoul

this CoverTo
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Tara·
Boys with other girls suck!
You know who

DOE

We love Sigma Pi!!
--D.O.E.
K- I0 -I'm NEVER coming back to ZTA!!
ZLAM, YR

Eric Stocks -Where'd ya go?
-Pam
Jessica -When are we going out?
- Your old roomie!

Shotzie -I love MBB!!

-P
EmileJ -Geez! ! How many times do I have
to tell you?
Sexy Scarb

Sperm, Jelly. Capone and Wade -I miss you guys!!
-Pam

ATTITUDE CHECK ..... ZETA's #1!!!

Tara Do you always put dirty clothes
back in yo ur drawers?

Mandy and Becky ..
Good luck on pledging!!

Nancy and Teresa·
Nice decorations!

Cassie, Ellen, Jessica and Amie and
whoever else TP'ed Anica's room,
Watch out! Because we're coming
to get ya!
Guess who?

KimM.iss spending the nights with you
-CTM
NorrisThanks for the Halloween gram!
-YBS
Congrats to ZETA's new initiates!
MLS, Anne, is so cool!! CONGRATIlLATIONS!
ZLAMYBS

··DOE
Kris 10··
I know yo u didn't do it!!

Chrissy and Anica ·
Did you find the rest of the TP yet?

Hey "funny man" in the library!

see GOSSip, page 13
Doris is cool!

,an eye OUI for
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P.O. BOX 190968
BOSTON, MASSACHUSEITS 02119
(617) 361-3631
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Millions of dollars in scholarships, fellowships, grants, internships, work study programs
and special student aid funds go unused every year becau's e student.s simply don 't
know where to apply or how to get their share.

'r!:

~fi".m\V"t'

~fusouriSout

Men's (

The secret in locating money fur college, lies in your strategy. You need step-by-step
inform ation on what aid is avaiiable and how you can get it. The time to apply is now!
You can appiy as early as your junior year in high school, or during ycur unde rgraduate
or graduate study. Aid can be used at any accredited college or trade school.
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This Directory will provide information for Students or Individuals wishing or attending
high schools, business schools, technical schools, g ra duate schools, law sch ools,
m edical schools, vocationa l i n s ~ i t uti ons , undergraduate schools, researc h prog ra ms ,
and lea de rship programs.
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Corporations, Trusts , Foundations, Rel igious Groups and other Organizations offer
Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants , Internships, and Work Study Programs to students
annually, regardless of grades or parents income levels.
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creda cards. .."ln your name'- EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
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Miners pounded by the Gorillas 60-1 0
Sports Scores
MIAA Football
Missouri-RollD .................................... \0
PitlsburgState ...................................... 60
Northeast Missouri State ...................... 19
Empori. State....................................... 36
Northwest Missouri State ..................... 42
Washbum ............................................. 21
Central Missouri State .......................... 28
SOuthwe.tBaptist ......... ......................... 7

Pitt State handily defeats UMR, claims 1995 MIAA title

\1

Matt Ryan
Starr Writer

It was a battle of the extremes this
past Saturday in the MIAA, as the
football Miners took on Pittsburg
State, the champiosn of the MIAA for

the 6th time in 7 seasons in the MIAA.
The Gorillas, a perennial power, were
ranked 4th in the NCAA division II last
week. The Miners had to travel to the
Gorilla' s home field in Pittsburg, Kansas. The Miners were vutclassed and
lost by a score of 60-10. The Miners
fall to 0-9, O-S in the MIAA, while Pitt
to S-O-I,S-O in the

In the first possession of the game,
the Miners were able to prevent Pitt
State from entering the end zone, forcing the Gorilla to settle for a field goaL
This defensive effort was not enough,
though, as the Gorillas were able to
score on their next four possessions;
scoring on seven of eight possessions
in the first half. The Miners were
in the

MissouriWestem ................................. 43
Missouri Southern .................................. 7

Men's Cross Country
Great Lakes Regional
Romeoville, illinois
\. Northeast Missouri State· ..... ........ ... 53
2.Lewis· .............................................. 64
3. Central Missouri State •.... ................ 78
4. Ashland· ........................................... 87
5. Southern Indian •............................ 170
6. Southern Illinois Edw.rdsville ....... 217
7 .Missouri-Rolla .............................. 235
8. Indianapolis .................................... 236
9. Pittsburg State ................................ 255
10. Wisconsin p.rkside ...................... 259
I\, LakeSuperiorState ...................... 311
12. Sagin.w Valley State .................... 330
13.Oakland ........................................ 348
14. Northern Kentucky ....................... 366
15. Emporia State ............................... 386
16. Northwest Missouri State ............. 399
17. MichiganTech ............................. 423
18. W.yneState .... ............................. 458
19.5lJoseph's .................................... 520
20.Mercyhunt ................ ................... 561

half. They were only able to muster a
net total of three yards for the first half,
including minus fourteen yards rushing, while Pitt State gained a total of
329.
In the second half, as both teams
began to play their entire rosters, the
play evened up'a bit. The Miners were
able to gain a total of 127 yards, including 23 yards on the ground. The
Miner's touchdown came on a Brian
Tilley reception from quarterback Joe
Knapp. The Gorillas gained 25S yards
while scoring 19 points.
Individually, the Miners were led
on defense once again by Brian
G ilmore, who had IS tackles. Also,
Richard Crowe contributed 10 tackles.
Punter David McCormack averaged
34.S yards on 10 punts.
The Miners face Missouri Western
this Saturday in their last game of the
year. Western has been having an
excellent season and is still in pursuit
of a playoff bearth. Kickoff will be at
1:00 at Jackling Field. It will be Senior
Day, as the Miners will honor the seniors on their team: tight end Bryan
Tilley, quarterback Joe Knapp, and
'lineman Jim Van App. Come up to say
goodbye to these players .

-Teams qualified for nationals

Quickest Miners (10K)
38. BobEtien ................................... 33:29
44. Benjamin Mulvaney ..... ............ 33:48
46. M.tthew Hagen ......................... 33:56
58. Ryan Unterreiner .......................34:20
59. Daniel S.ylor ............................ 34 :22

Women's Cross Country
Great ,Lakes Regional
Romeoville, illinois
Quickest Lady Miners (10K)
18.Jennifer Frazier ......................... 19:09
85. Tracey Jones ............................. 20:35
130. Serena J.gti.ni ........................ 21 :55
139. MindySettles .......................... 22:27

MIAA Football Standings
(Confernce Records Only)
I. Pittsburg State·(4) ......................... HJ
2. Missouri Western ............................ 6·2
NW Missouri State ......................... 6-2
4. NEMissouriState .......................... _5-3
5. Missouri Southern ........... _............... 4-4
Empori. State .................................. 4-4
7. Washburn ........................................ 3-5
8. Southwest Baptist ............................ 2-6
Central Missouri State ........ ............. 2-6
10.Missouri-Rolla ............................. 0-7

o preseDl rank.in& in NCAA Division II
·clincb::d MIAA championship

Two Miners attempt to take down a
Baptist game
weeks ago. The Miners lost big to fourth ranked Pittsburg State last Saturday and have only
one more chance for a victory with Saturday's home contest against Missouri Western.

Miner basketball action starts Saturday
ters in the MIAA and has posted high
numbers in rebounds and shot blocks.
Joining him under the basket will be
6'7" forward, junior Jeff Kokal. Last
Sports Editor
season both Kokal and Brueggeman
went down with stress fractures at the
start ofMIAA confernce play. Because
Only a few hours after the Miner of this the Miners lost most of their
football season comes to a close, conference games, finishing the conMiner basketball gets underway
ference season with a 3-13 record.
with
exhibition game against a
Also returning and starting for the
traveling team from New Zealand.
Miners will be senior 6'0" gaurd, Tim
The action will begin at 7:00 pm in
Holloway. Holloway was the Miners
the G ale Bullman Multipu rpose ' scoring leader last season and has
Building.
moved to the number two position after
This will be the flIst chance for the aquisition of 6'0" point guard,
UMR fans to see the Miner basketMichael McClain. McClain no doubt
ball team competing together this
constitutes the biggest change to Miner
season. The Miners will be putting
team. With Holloway, Brueggeman,
one of the best starting teams in
and Kokal, the primary thing the Minrecent Miner history on the floor this ers lacked was a true point guard.
season.
Holloway had been playing the point,
Returning for the Miners will be but this tied him up and didn't allow
6'9" senior, Jamie Brueggeman.
him to what he does best: shoot. Needing to fill this hole, Miner coach Dale
Brueggeman is one of the best cenCarl James

an

Martin looked to the Division I ranks.
That's where he found McClain.
McClain played the last two seasons with the University of Washington (Washington), a member of the
Pacific 10 conference. McClain
started almost every game during his
stint at Washington and had over a 2 to
1 assist to turnover ratio. Despite his
offensive skill, McClain's strong suit is
defense. He was named to the last two
Pac 10 All-Defense teams. With
McClain's addition the Miners could
be in good shape this season.
To fill out the starting five will
likely be Terry Smith, a junior college
transfer who will likely play small forward. Smith will most likely be ftIling
in the hole left by George Lee, who is
no longer with the Miners. Smith will
be joing Holloway in shooting from
behind the three point stripe. Last
season a large portion of the Miner
offense came from three point shooting. This, however, generally proved

to be more of an indication of lack of
an inside game. A strong perimeter
will be very benificial to the offense,
but if they intend to be successful
Brueggeman and Kokal will need to
be involved under the basket.
The Miners' greatest weakness
is the bench. Outside the starting
five there are several young and talented players, but if injury strikes
the Miners will have difficulty winning consistently. This is especially
true of big men. 6'5" Sophomore
Mark Tompkins will see plenty of
playing time at forward, possibly on
a rotation with Brueggeman and
Kokal, but he is just too small if
injuries were to force him into the
center position as they did last season.
Only play will tell if the Miners
will be able to be competetive season, but there should be no lack of
excitement as the season gets underway.
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NBA season is underway
Once again it's on! The N.B.A.
season, long·awaited by us basketball
fans, is [mally underway. What could
be interesting about it so far you ask?
Well, admittedly not a whole lot, but
since it only started Friday, we'll let
. that pass. What news there is, however, is fairly interesting. Any big
trades you might ask? Well, that all
depends on whether Alonzo Mourning
is big enough for you. He got traded to
the Miami Heal for Glen Rice, Matt
Geiger, and Khalid Reeves . He scored
15 for his new Heat in his team opener.
Maybe it's wierd info you're looking
for? Then look no further! San
Antonio's Chuck Pe rson and Dell
Demps got injured on a pre-game flight
this weekend. Yes, you read that correctly, they got injured on their flight.

Apparently their seats came loose at
one point, sending them sprawling.
Maybe you're the sadistic type, and
injuries do it for you? If so, Shaq's pain
and suffering will make you happy,
' cause he's out for a while with a
broken thumb. 19uess it's hard to dunk
when you can't grab the ball.
Well here you go ...other than
what's here, not a whole lot has happened in the realm of professional basketball. Next week I'll have more indepth info for you. Remember, as
always, if there' s anything you would
like to see or if you have any inside
info,
just
e·mail
me
at
kulifaY@umr.edu. Until next week,
peace.

•

Chris Kulifay, Staff Writer

TRAFFIC TICKETS • D.W.I.
Blue Lights, Big Trouble? ... not

necessarily.

Get some good advice.
Protect your legal rights and insurance premiums.

SPEEDING $50*
C&I
$100*
DWI(1ST) $250*
·flnes and court costs are paid to the court. and
COMPEnriVE PRICES WITH FULL SERVICE

TENTH & PINE ST.

RO LLA, MO .

lPlBI([J)WlE 364-7077

not Included In lhe above figures.

Steve Daniels, Attorney at Law
1007 N. Pine St., Suite B6

341-3537

1-800-844-7077
CRoeQu's

If) IlQy C[lOWIl[OIVIl

CPhcumacg

OPEN 7 DAYS PER WEEr:"'
MONDAY THAU FRIDAY 8:00 AM • 8:0iJ PM
SATliRDAY 9;00 AM • 5;00 PM
SUNDAY 11 ;00 AM - 5;00 PM

DELIVERY SERVICE

EMERGENCY NUMBER 364.8209

Omega Chi Epsilon's
Turkey Leg Contest

BILL WUENSCHER. R. Ph.

qJOU~ CPet.sollaQ CPhu~1nac!st
' HOME OF RX-MAN'

Eli zabeth 5ulO.
Killed by a dnmh driver
on Februmy 27, 1994, all Bell Blvd.
in Cedar Pa rh, Texas.

WHICH ~lrAnTMINT HAS
THI SIST (On WOnST)
LICS?

Iryou don't SlOp your rriend

rrom driving drunk, who wiiP

Vote on the Leg from your
favorite department
•
•
•
•

COLOR PRI'lTS
BLACK & WHITE PRI'lTS
COLOR SlIDE (E-$ PROC)
BL & WH DARKROOr.l SERV.
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Do whatever it takes.
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Picture .TItis

5tl

PHOTO PROCESSING
• CAMERAS & ACCESSORIES
• DARKROOM SUPPLIES
• l-DAY :'EIl'JICE ON MOST
PROCESSIl>G

In Medi-Value Pharmacy
1000 Pine street. Rolla, MIssouri 65401

314-364-7077

Vote
November 6 - 10 , 9:30 - 2:30, at the Puck
Sponsored by Omega Chi Epsilon.
A portion of the proceeds will be donated to L.O.V.E. to help
provide Thanksgiving meals to the needy.
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Student Issues Report =Th=e==S=tU=C~bratiO~!O~~c!t:
weeks for delivery. Plans also include
splitting mail services into two machines in order to divide the workload.
For further information, contact Andy
LeCren (alecren@ umr.edu).

Brian Harris
StuCo Source

taffWrit,r

W.I.

ssarily.

liums.

50*
)0*
50*

,aw

·3537

's

One of the primary functions of
Student Council is to pursue student
issues. When StuCo has their meetings, they take any complaints that the
representa tives have received from
their constituen ts. From there, the
issues are investigate d and reported on
wheneve r significan t progress has
been made. The following are just a
few of the many issues that Student
Council is pursuing:
Registeri ng fOT classes via the
World Wide Web: The Computing
Mfairs Committe e is working with the
registrar on this issue.
Currently, the system is in text
format and function key oriented, and
allows students to change their PIN
numbeL The goal is to have web
registration available for Fall 1996
pre-registration, For more information ,
contact
Andy
LeCren
(alecren@ umLedu).
Electronic mail delivery problems:
All electronic mail is currently-routed
through the campus mail server,
hermes.cc .umLedu. Recently, the
load this machine has been receiving is
more than it can take. A new machine
with a much greater capacity has been
ordered-il will take approxi mately 3

Problems with the environm ent in
campus buildings, specificall y Civil
Engineeri ng, room 216: This is a
recurring problem every winter with
several buildings on campus. The
temperatur e outside drops enough to
warrant turning on the heating systems, then the temperatur e rises to·the
point where heat ~ rooms is running
while the windows are open.
Campus Improvem ents is investigating the complain t surroundi ng
Civil Engineeri ng, room 216. For
more informati on, contact Mike
Vincent (vincent@ umr.edu).
Extention of Joe Miner Deli hours:
It was suggested at a recent Student
Council meeting that the Joe Miner
Deli extend its hours. For more information on how this issue is progressing,
contact
Karl
Sc hmitt
(kschmitt@umr~edu).

Beller advertise ment of Ticket
Sales: The complaint was voiced that
the Student Activities Office did not
do enough to advertise ticket sales for
events held at Castleman Hall. For
more informati on, contact Kar l
Schmitt (kschmitt@ umr,edu).
Dangerou s intersectio n at 16th and
State streets: A recent accident in-

volving a bicycle rider and a motorist
brought the problems surroundin g this
troublesome intersection back into the
forefront.
This intersection, as well as the
intersections at 16th and Pine, and at
10th and State were discussed at
length at the last meeting of the University Relations Committee . Mary
Daily, a representative of Rolla City
Council, was present at the StuCo
meeting .
Ideas for improving traffic control
at these intersectio ns include: improving visibility of speed limit and
pedestrian crossing street signs, reducing speed limits, adding stop signs,
adding flashing yellow lights, and increasing police enforceme nt with regards to speeding motorists and jaywalking pedestrians during times of
peak usage, For further information,
contact Rich Lee (rclee@um r.edu).
Replacem ent grades policy for
classes: From 1972 to 1983, a system
involving a different method for calculating GPA was used. The system
utilized two GPA's: a cumulativ e
GPA, which figured in all grades the
student received; and an academic
GPA, which only used the most recent
grade attained in a class. The University dropped the academic GPA after
receiving complaint s from industry.
Most companies hiring UMR students
found the academic GPA confusing
and misleading . For more information,
contac t
Rich
Le e
(rclee@um r,edu) ,

Lan'dlord troubles?
Here's so me help!
Tom O'Neill
SluCo Source

puck

ATTENT ION OFF-CAM PUS
>TUDENTS! If you live in off-cam, us housing of any type, you should be
'ware that there are City Codes to help
f housing is unsafe or in poor condiion due to irresponsib le/irrespon sive
andlords, These Codes and suggesions on how to dea l with landlord
roubles, as well as advice for first

time renters are published in the Tenant Handbook . Copies of this are
available 'in the UMR Student Council
in 202 UC-West.
Student Council's Student Services Committee is currently reviewing and updating the Tenant Handbook. Copies of the previous version
are still available in the Student Council office. Get your copy today! For
more informatio n on how to get a copy
of thi s handbook , co ntact K arl
Schmitt, (kschmill@ umLedu), pick
one up from the StuCo office at 202
University Center-We st, or call 3414280.

. THE . . PROFESSIONAL·

HAm

CRAF ffiRS
1720 NORTH BISHOP ROLlA MO 65401
TELEPHONE: 341·3800
JOY SULLIVAN OWNER/STYLI ST
DONNA JOHNSON STYLIST

41

Joe Wilde
StuCo Source

Well, here we go again, another
edition of the "StuCo Minute." On
October 24, 1995, Student Council met
in McNutt 204. For starters, the officers had plenty to discuss, covering
things such as an Ad-Hoc Student Retention Committ ee which Keith
Blackford is setting up to investigate
why students leave UMR. Also included were the Food Open Forum, the
SAFB Open Forum, and the "Ask Mr.
StuCo" show.
Next came the committee reports,
which ranged from additional dial-ups
for students to use, to the alumni newsletter, and the Tuition Panel. Several
issues had been resolved by the committees, Some of these included the
cost of copies in the Library, more
money for work-stud ies, and the "Case
of the Missing Mouseball s."
Among the new student issues
were problems w ith computers not
working properly in the Chemical Engineering labs, a lack of minority participation in the Greek Week/St. Pat's

hit by a speeding car at the comer of
16th and Rolla Streets. These, and

many more, will be divided among the
appropriate committee s to be worked
on until a suitable result can be
reached.
There were several pieces of legislation on last week's agenda. The first
was a bill which combined the Bookstore Advisory Committee with the
University Relations Comminee , thus
cutting back on any un-necessary bureaucracy. The second was a resolution which officially set the date for the
next Student Council Free Day. After
plenty of discussion, October 25 was
decided. The last resolution was on the
UM-Sys tem's " Common Calendar."
This is an idea floating around the
Board of Curators which would give all
the UM schools a common calendar,
The big problem for UMR was that
this would place the St.Pat's festivities
in the middle of Spring Break. The
resolution was simply a voicing' of the
student body's opinion on this issue,
At this point, there were a few
anno unce ments about committe e
meetings and reminders to do Project
Hours, then a motion was made to
adjourn.
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Lion's Club Hall
6:00pm - Midnight

nOO/person

12th & PINE 364-3311
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Order Galalog Today wilh Visa I Me or COD

800-351-0222

or (310) 477·8226
Or, rush $2.00 to : R8S83rth Information
11322k1aho Ave .. # 206 A Los Angeles . CA ood25

GOOD
Quality

from page 1

information, planning, staff development, quality assurance, measurement
of processes, and customer !ocu,.
SI. Luke's Hospital of Kansas
City, MO was the other organization to
win the award. ·SI. Luke 's becomes the
first medical organization to win this
award.

Previous winners of the Missouri
Quality Award include Wainwright
Industries of SI. Peters, MO, also a
winner of the Malcolm Baldrige
Award in 1994; The Folger Coffee Co.
of Kansas City, MO; Dana Corp. of .
Columbia, MO; and MEMC Electronic Materials Inc. of St. Peters, MO.

,

WEEKLY
INCOME
pr'o cessing mail for
national company! Free
supplies, postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start
immediately! Genuine
opportunity! RushS.A.S.E.:
GMC, SUITE 216
1861 N~FEDERAL HWY
HOLLYWOOD,FL 33020

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL PRICES
ON YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES & SNACKS
ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECfION OF GAMES & MUSIC
Friday Lunch Special Tacos & The Grotto's
F.A.l.YIO'£.TS

B'£.T~~I'T'OS

11:30 - 2:30
Individuals. Student Organizations to

Pro.- SPRING BREAK

Clean, crisp copies ...with
24-hour access available.

Earn MONEY and

FREE TRIPS
CAll INTERCAMPUS PROGRAMS

MAIL BOXES ETC- Southside Shoppers World-364-0006

Mandar;n Oarden
Authentic Chinese Restaurant

http://www.icpt.com1-800327-6013

Computerized Embroidery & Monogramming
*Competitive Price
*Group Discounts
*Quick Delivery
SEE US AT OUR NEW LOCATION:
605 W. 6th Street - Rolla
(Behind Blockbuster Video)

341-5610
10% OFF

for UMR STUDENTS & FACULTY!!
Free Eggroll or Soup with Carry Out Order!
Seafood Supplied Durin g Dinner Buffet
50 Alternate Items Dail y
Free Drink Refi ll s
Mastercard and Vi sa Acceptable

212 S. Highway 63 364-9610

1009 A Pine Street

(314) 364-5581
RPG's - Models - TraIns
Magic "The Gathering" & TSR's "Spellflre"

•
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"Well. he sure d idn~ buy it on our salary . . . I
thin k he's moonlighting as a cropper. "

oft the mark

by Mark Parisi

OKAY) 1rlJ5 ?ROe,£ IS R~~f)y 10 OR'b\1
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Aid
cards, ask any Kappa Delta or call Jen
Keifer at 341-3851.
Students are reminded that RESUMES
ARE NOT AUTOMATICALLY SUBMITTED BY THE COC to companies
fo r pre-scree nin g for on-cam pus interviews. Each student must submit their
own resume through the system to each
company in which they are interested.

STUDENT FINANCIAL
AID

Bright Flight chec~ are now available
in the Cashier' s Office , G_3 Parker
Hall. Their office hours are from 8: 15
to 3: 15 Monday thru Friday. For more
information and/or applications pertaining to the following scholarships,
contact the Student Financial Aid office, G-I Parker Hall.
There is a new service the Admissions & Student Financial Aid Office is
offering on the World Wide Web called
FASTWEB (Financial Aid Search
Through The Web). Its location on the
web is ''http://web.studentservices.
com:80/fastwebf'.
FASTWEB is a freeuser-friendly
service in which a student completes
an online personal profi le pen aining to
his biographicalinformation, incl uding
parent/student activities, background,
and college/major inform ation.
Upon completion of this profile,
FASTWEB begin s its search, and
within minutes the student is presented with a detailed online list of
outside grants, scholarships, fellow ships, internships, and loans he is eligible to apply for. Approxim ately 1200
ne w aw ard s are added to the
FASTWEB database each day.
FASTWEB autom atically upd ates

whose long-term commitment to practical achievements in construction fo cused on the fields of fo rmwork and
tilt-up construction.
REQUIREMENTS:
These awards are open to any undergraduate student in the United States
or Canada. The student shall have
achieved senior status in a four-year or
longer undergraduate program in engineering, construction, or technology
during the year for which the awards
are presented. The awards will be
made on the basis of demonstrated
interest and ability to work in the field
of concrete construction.
• The student must have a course load
of 6 or more credit hours each semester
during the period for which the award
is made,
• The student must be a senior during
the year for which the award is made
• Transcripts, recommendations, and
an essay must be submitted as outlined
on the application form .
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
FROM THE STIJDENT FINANCIAL
AID OFFICE, G-I PARKER HALL
OR BY CONTACTING ACI
CONREF, P.O . BOX 19 150, DETROIT, MI 48219-0150.
APPLICATION DEADLINE MUST
BE RECErVED IN DETROIT NOT
LATER THAN JANUARY 15, 1996.

STUDENT RESEARCH AWARD COMM ITTEE 22 8 ON NONDEST RUCTIVE TESTING OF THE
AMERICAN CONCRETE INSTITUTE 1996 ACI-JAMES INSTRUMENTS STIJDENT A WARD FOR
RESEARCH IN NDT OF CONCRETE
One $800 (U.S.) award is available
each student' s profile based on these through ACI Committee 228 on No nnew awards. FASTWEB also provides
destructive Tes ting for original and
a general information section describinnovative research in the fie ld of noning various Federal Student Financial
destructive testing of concrete. The
Aid programs.
A C I-J ames Instrum ents Stud e nt
Student.s are encouraged to use Award is sponsored by James InstruFASTWEB to learn more abo ut finan - ments, Inc., a Chicago-based manufaccial aid and keep abreast of eligible turer and distributor of NDT systems
award s.
'for concrete. The award also consists
RURAL MISSOURI, INC.
If yo u have been employed as a
farm worker in the past two years, yo u
may be eligible to receive free tuition
assistance for your education. U yo u
have worked as a farm , orchard, greenho use or poultry/egg production employee, you may qualify. To obtain
de tails and the fi eld representative
closest to you call 1-800-234-497 1.
PETER D. COURTOIS CONCRETE

GOSS

from page 2

o(an engraved certificate an ACI membership for one year, regular or stude nt
membership, as appropriate.
REQUIREMENTS :
* Research wo rk shall be original and
perfo rmed by a student while enrolled
in a degree program, graduate or undergraduate, at an institute of higher
education.
• Research should be on a topic related
to NDT of concrete and must focus on

or possibly lay the foundation for the
development of an NDT method for
CONSTRUCTION SCHOLARSHlPS concrete.
Two $1 ,000 (U .S.) awards are avail- * Applican i need no t be enrolled at the
able through the ACI Concrete Re- time of submission but the wo rk must
search and Education Fo undation have been co mpleted within two year
(ConREF) for undergraduate study in of the da te of submission.
concrete construction fo r the 199 6-97 * Applicant must be the primary auacadem ic year. The Peter D. Courtois thor of the paper submitted. The paper
Concrete Construction Scholars hips must be in the fonn of a teclmical paper
honor the memory of Peter D. Couno is, con forming to the Applicants must

submit the application along with a
UMR transcript and essay explaining
why you fee l yo u deserve scholarship
consideration.
* Selection will be based upon academic achievement, leadership qualities, and fin ~mc i al need.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT
THE MINORITY ENGINEERING
PROG RA M (ME P) OFFICE , 107
NORWOOD HALL AND THE STIJDENT FINANC IAL AID OFFICE, GI PARKER HALL.
Completed application and UMR transcript must be returned to either the
Minority Engineering Program (MEP)
Office or Student Financial Aid Office .
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY U.S.
ARMY HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
SUPPORT AGENCY.
Let the Army pay your pay through
Medical, Dental Optometry School, or
a Doctoral level degree in Clinical!
Research Psychology. Scholarship includes: Full tuition, Required books,
lab fe es, required equipment rental,
$865 .00 Monthly Stipend.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
ARMY SCHOLARSHlP OPPORTUNITIESCONTACT: CAPTAINDINO
L. MURPHY OR MR S. SHARON
MACKENZIE AT 1-800-829-0924.
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HEATING, REFRIGERATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING ENGINEERS , INC.
FOR UNDERGRADUATE AND
GRADUATE STUDENTS.
Applicants for either program sho uld
be involved in the heati ng, ventilation,
air conditioning or refrigeration
(HV AC&R) fields or in related areas.
These may include indoor air quality,
energy conservation, human con fort or
HV AC system design, operation or
m ai ntenance. For more inform ation
and applications contact the Studen t
Finanica! Aid Office, G- I Parker Hall .
Application Deadline: December 15,
1995.
CHRYS LER AN NOUNCES NEW
SCHOLARSHlPPROG RAM
W ith an eye toward assisting outstanding college bound students, Chrysler
Corporation recently awarded $1,000
grants to 40 recipients th ro ugh its new
Junior Golf Scholarship Program .
Even though the majority of ti,-;' willners play golf, all sections were made
based on their academic and extracurricular efforts . For more informatio n o n this excit ing program call
1_800_856_0764.
GL AMOUR MAGAZ INE ' S 1996
TOP TEN COLLEGE WOMEN COMPETmON
Any wo man who is a fu ll-time junior
(th ird year of undergraduate study) at
an accredi ted college or university for
the 1995-96 academic year is eligible
to enter. This competi tion recogni zed
exceptional achievements; the vision,
de term ination and academ ic excellence of female college juniors from
across the country. Applications avail-

able in the Student Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall. Deadline must
be submit by: January 3 1, 1996.
LIEUTENANT GENERAL EUGENE
F. TIGHE, JR. MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHlPS
REQUIREMENTS :
* Are enrolled in a full-time undergraduate or graduate course of study at
an accredited college or university in
the United States as ofJ anuary 5, 1996;
carry a minimum cumulative 3.0 GPA
as of complel ion of the last quarter or
semester for which grades are available; have a minimum of one (I ) semester or two (2) quarters remaining,
as of December 31, 1995, united their
projected graduation.
* Complete the application with all
information requested an submit it
with the essay postmarked no later
than January 5, 1996. The application
must agree to all stipUlations of the
announcement and application.
Applications available in the Student
Finanical Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
Application must be postmarked no
later than January 5, 1996.
MSPE ST. LOUIS CHAPTER AUXILIAR Y SCHOLARSHI P S F OR
1996_97 ACADEMIC YEAR
The Missouri Society of Professional
Engineers, St. Louis Chapter Auxiliary, is pleased to announce that we
will once again be awarding three (3 )
$ 1,500 scholarships to aspiring engineering studen ts fo r the 1996_97
school year.
REQUIREMENTS:
* Be a Junior or Senior Engineering
student in the 1996_97 Fall Semester
attending a Missouri College or University.
* !:Iave good scholastic achievement.
* Reside (both student & parents) in
the Metropolitan St. Louis area to inc lude th e co untries of SI. Lo uis ,
Jefferson, Franklin, St. Charles, Lincoin and Warren.
* Have a financial need.
* Be a US citizen (a green card will no
qualify).
* Former recipients are also welcome
to apply agai n.
Applications available in' the Student
Financial Aid Office, G_I Parker Hall.
Deadline: Must be submitted to the
Student Financial Aid Office, by November 17, 1995.

E?

AMERICAN ELECTROPLATERS
AND SURFACE FINISHERS SOCIETY
The American Electroplaters and Surface Finisher Society offers separate
scholarships for university or college
undergraduates and graduates who
demonstrate that their training (or research) is related to plating and surface
finishing technologies.
ELIGffilLITY:
* Undergraduate students must be
studying in metallurgy, metallurgical
engineering, materials science or engi~
neering, chemistry, chemical engineering, or environmental engineering.
* Selection factors include achievement, scholarship potential, motivation and interest in the fmishing technologies.
* Must be a full-time student during
the academic year the scholarship is
received.
• Financial need is not a factor.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN
THE STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
OFFICE, G-I PARKER HALL. APPLICATION DEADLINE: Must be
postmarked by April 15, 1996.
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BARRY M. GOLDWATER FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP
In April 1996, the Foundation will
award scholarships to students who
will be college juniors or seniors during the 1996-97 academic year. In
order to be considered for an award,
students must be nominated by their
insti tution. The DEADLINE for receipt of all 1996 nominations is January 2, 1996. The Scholarship award
covers eligible expenses up to a maxi- 11':;;;;;;:::::::=
mum of 7000 per year. Junior scholarship recipients can expect to recieve a
maxi mum of two years of support.
Senior scholarship recipients are eligible for a maximum of one year of
support. To be elibible, a student must
be a current full-time sohomore or jun- .I "'i-f.---'~
ior and mustt be pursuing a baccalaure- . I ~;--"f--J.
ate degree, have a B average or equivalent, stand in the upper fo urth of the
classs, and be a U.S. citizen, residen~
alien, or a U.S. national who will pur- I
s ue a career in m athematics, the natu.,
ral sciences, or an eligible engi neering
discipline.
Int erested sophomores and j unio rs
should contact: Dr. Walter J. Gagja, Jr.
in 204 Parker Hall by Decem.!;er I,
1995.
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SUBconscious
The SUB movies this week are
Outbreak,
starrin g Du stin
and Don Juan
DeMar co, starring Jo hnny Depp.
As usual, these fi lms will be
screened in ME 104 on Friday and
Saturday evenings at 7:00 and 9:00.
Though the semester is draw-

certs, comedians, plays and fi lms
we presented this semester, stick
around and see what we have in
store for the rest of the year. Better
yet, stop by the SUB office and find
out how you can have a say in campus programming.

60 Twisted
61 Jungle warfare
menaces.
DOWN

25
I
26 Not busy
1 Give the walls
27
Stripling
a face lift
30 Like 'The
8 Sot
X-Files'
13 Worker with
32 Hart's TV
nails
partner
15 Reno and Maslir.
33 Something for
16 Money, for
one to do
example
34 Kind of capital
17 Voltaire's
~6 Like many
inamorata
apartment
18 Downed
buildings
19 Black-eye
38 Captain's
bringers
heading
!1 Vex
39 Gannon
!4 Word of
University site
exhortation

1 tribe
42 Palmyra's
locale: Abbr.
43 Shell out
44 Blow it
45 Jumped up
46 'Cut it out!'
49 So as barely
to be heard
53 Waitress
at Mel's
54 Put out of
condition, as
a piano
55 Less refined
58 Plant holders
59 Went up
in a hurry

1 Bolster the
front
2 Related on the
mother's side
3 Engrossing
book
4 Professional
grp.
5 Dispenser
candy
6 Skip over
7 'Madonna
With Rosary'
artist
8 Napkin fabric
9 Like beverages
at a picnic, often
10 Star booter
11 Move a finger
12 Simple sugars
14 Used-car deal
15 City sacked by
Herod the Great
20 Got
22 Overworked
23 In-of connector
26 Den players
27 Near-anonymity
28 Jai-29 Actress Diana
30 Braun and
others
31 Hard to
pin down
33 Bedtime request

35 Quiet times
37 Where some
N.L. pitchers
wind up
40 Nonnetwork
stations
43 Exceedingly bad
45 Crept, informally
46 Conductor - Maazel
47 Runaway
48 Windstar and
others
49 Robin
Goodfellow
50 Cross letters
51 Hit - - (batted
well)
52 Hikers' needs
56 - - Sta r
Pictures
57 Chance

l1flll~

ID1t. ~ THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

~ ~ ~~

by Henri Arnold

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square, to form
four ordinary words.

j'
tJ r

TINAF

TRINP j

tJ

r

tTREE THj

I SELUNS

I (J

Answer here: A

tX )

WHAT THE BALLET
DANCER WORI<EC'.
Now arrange the circled letters to
form the surprise answer, as sug-

gested by

the

above

cartoon.

r I XI I ] rI I XI ]

see Solutions, page 14
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named this song, they had the public in
mind. I was counting down to the
second when this song would end. The
next song "Allay" was pretty much an
extended version of "Counti ng Down:"
pretty muc h the same sound and boring
as ever. As the album goes on ... and
on .. .and on... yo u fi nally reach "Aven ue
E." This song is a bit faster with lyrics
that cannot be labeled anything but
LAME. The rhythm to this song is
blitzed with backgroun d keyboards
and a guitar leaving me with a spacey
impressio n. I swear I heard HAL in the
background. Do yo u want an acous tic
guitar song with vocals and senseless
lyrics with the F-word in it? Well. yo u
got tilat in this song too. The end of the
alb um bri ngs us to the song "Letter
Bomb." This song is probably their
best song on the album. Yo u've go t a
gir!,s vo ice that was sampled on a keyboard being repeated a million times
and a rhythm that actually wakes you
up and makes you stretch. The overall
feel of this song is q uite comparable to
a Mo rrissey album. How you say?
We ll, if yo u somehow get past all the
whininess in the vocals and listen to

the music, yo u get left with the possibility that this band has talent. I think
that if you are looking for something
that will p ut you to sleep, then this is an
album for you . If you make itto the end
of this album, they have surprised us

raffle off my shirt that I wore to the
concerl... god knows I wouldn't ever
wear it again .. .heh.

with a hidden track of a girl laughing
sample stuck or on repeat for a true 10
minutes! The funny thing is that th is
probably made the album . I just can't
believe one would actual ly make an
album wit h something this totally
senseless. Whatever yo u do, if yo u
have the chance to see these guys play
li ve, be sure to bring a pillow.
S noooreeee .. .. z:z;z ... zzz ... .. z:z;z ....zzz.

R usled Rool
When I Woke
Me r cury Records

Now, for those of you who care, I
will have been blessed and attended
the Gwar concert in St. Lo uis with our
fe llow reviewer and head dude Jeff
Daniels. I will write a COMPLETE
rev iew o f this concert in the next issue
of the Miner. This to ur is in promotion
to their new albu m that I did a review
on a few weeks ago, Rag Na Rok. I
will be sure to give everyone an eyeful
when I write abo ut it.. .so hang in
there .. .. Maybe whe n I get back, I will

do wn on us.
Is it worth it? I don't kn ow. You'll
have to answer that one fo r yourself. I
know for me that I think that it is.
Moving back to the country so my kids
can be raised like I was is a goal worth
my sweat equity. Spending long hours
to get my teaching certificate to accomplish my goal of exciting kids abo ut
math and science seems to be worth my
sweat equity. Building a house, with
all the effort that it entails, seems to be
worth the sweat equity. All of the good

Jimbob

global village slance from which the
band partially derives their philosophi cal context. But the multi-timb ral tapestry within which Rusted Root wraps
and captivates their audience is far
fro m a mere amalgam of genres or

Of the so-called " hippie rock"
acts which have surfaced of late in
response to the resurgent popular interest in the music of the G ratefu l
Dead. Rus ted Root is perhaps the artistic champion in terms of musical creativity and glo bal appeal . With roots
ra nging fro m fo lk rock to Reggae, the
ensemble is ass imilative, but rarely
cliched or redundant. Additional ly, the
song structures are we ll wro ught, but
str uc turally straig htforward enough so

cultural styles or beliefs.
In the very least the band must be
congratula ted on their more-than-capable re nderings o f v arious genre
styles (Co untry, Rock, Reggae, Folk,
they do it all). The song "Martyr" is
reminiscen t of David Byrnes' solo material in style and beat (the guy kinda'
sounds like hi m, too). Likewise, the
country stomp d itty "Rai n" is a song
forma t in g ra ined into Am eri ca na
(blues harp and all). The fo rmats may
sound familiar, but the band itself is so
innately creative that an effl uence of
mind probing nuances creep into each
musical piece. This overwhelming
collective talent allows the band to
explore musical territory in a revelatory light as opposed to mere genre

that artistic indulgence rarely obscures
their beauti fu lly pervasive and de fining percussive beat. Indeed, the World
Beat might be said to ep itomize the

experimentation.
The brilliant opener "Drum Trip"
utilizes the global beat format and delicate go thic h arm onies to supplant,

Performa nce
Recording

8
8

sound bite samples wisdom ala Rage
Against the Machine, etc. The 60' s 3
chord garage progression of "Lost in a
Crowd" lies nestled in 'a tight marimba
beat. The result is that while you may
have heard it all before, you ' ve never
heard anything quite like this. But perhaps even more impressiv e is the
band's collective attitude of apparent,
yet unobtrusive wisdom which is reflected with surety in each song. Some
artists may build an ideological soapbox, only to fall humanly short in the
race for personal and ar tistic integrity.
Rusted Root confronts this ideologica l
stagnation by reducing things to the
base of hu man need, as in the karmic
dance chant "Food and Creative Love."
Even bigger on their list of belief in the
pure essentials is the dance smash
"Send Me on My Way," a joyful ode to
A chorus of one, a solo of
change.
ma ny c o unterpo ints, by la yering
transluscent layers of musical styles,
Rusted Root defies definition while
retaining the best of all possible musi·
cal worlds.
C. Sean Cordes

The
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from page 4

Second Time
goals, have visions, and dream dreams.
Then we set oul to prepare ourselves
for what we set our minds to. If that
requires educatio n, the n so be it.
Hence, we end up at UMR. No t too
may of us get the education just for
education's sake (though that would be
nice! ). We have a plan (most of us).
We slave, and sweat, and make ourselves busy to accomplish our goals .. .
all the while hoping that the light at the
end of the tunnel isn't a train bearing

UM

from page 4

Music

things my wife and I envisioned when
we decided to leave corporate America
are starting to come to fruition . It's
been a long two years since the day I
told my company I was leaving to head
back to rural Missouri. But, to us, it's
been worth it. We're wi th family now.
We 're liv ing in the country. Our
"drea m hou se" is a lmo st do ne .
Schoo!'s al most over.
Yes, we've been busy. We've all
been busy. Many of yo u will continue
to be busy. I hope it's wo rth it to you. I
really hope you accomplish your goals.
Work hard. Strive. Sweat a little .. .
Here's the caution though. Don't
miss out on what is important in life. If
I had to continue to be as busy as things
have been in the past year or so, I
wouldn't do it. I really wo uldn't. Because I can see the light at the end of the
tunnel (and I know that it is the opening
to the other side of the mountain, not a
train) I am willing to be busy now,
because there will be time fo r the really

defellSel
easy vir
stoPpinl
!he red
Intl
Bulldog
The Mil
whichtl
with am
game. I
Thi!
Gorgso
With tit
scored,

important things very soon. Maybe I
am too busy to see my family all day
today. But give me two more months,
when I'm through with school and
we've moved, there will be more time
for what is really important.
And dear God ... I pray that I wo n't
be so busy ever again.
What do you think? Should I stop
being busy, wrap this thing up, and go
home? Yup, I guess I will .. .
DID YOU KNOW... that it's really
hard to think of cute "DID YOU
KNOW " items when you're tired and
ready to go home?
DON'T FORGET. .. busy is okay, as
long as you don't forget and ignore
what's re ally important. Give God His
due, family your love, and the res t will
fall into place. Thoughts or comments?
the greatest
Let me know on E-mail at of SI. Pats . As always,
way to get involved is to get your '96
sla@umr.e du .
Green and wear it around campus .
rm outta here!
The best time to we ar you Green is
SDG
on Fridays because they are the SI.
Pat' s Green Daze. No w' s the time to

hockey

The

lnvitatir

Purdue,
So if yo

Sf. Pat's

from page 3
get fired up about 5t. Pat's. The
Green is out with special editions
coming soon, the Committe e wi ll
soon be taking new members, and
the Best Ever 5t. Pat's '96 is Only

127 DAZE Away!

Solutions

from page -13
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your future!
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hoosing to become a
Doctor of Chiropractic
is more than choosing a
profession . It's choosing the
path to your successful future by
helpi ng others maintain a
healthy, happie r way of lifenaturally.
Cleveland College has been
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The Miners battle the Northeast Missouri State Bulldogs In this past
weekends tournament In Rolla_ Northeast defeated UMR to claim the
tournament championship
The UMR In-Line hockey team hosted its first tournament this past Sunday and improved its record on the year
to 5-1-2 by going 2- 1 in the tournament. The Miners played host to Rose-Hulman University fro m Terre Haute, IN
and Northeast Missouri State University from Kirksv ille.
In the first game of the tournament, the Miners massacred the Rose-Hulman squad by a score of 12-3. Se nior
defenseman Mark Lewandoski, Junior Chris Stazc uk and fresh man goaltender Nate Frankenberger lead UMR to the
easy victory. Lewandoski scored fou r goals and recorded an ass ist while Frankenberger was like a stonewall in net ·
stopping flurry after flurry of Rose-Hulman chances. Chris Stazcuk recorded a play making 3 assists, while lighting
the red light once.
In the next contest, the Mi ners recorded another victory, 3-2, over the always tough NorUleast Missouri State
Bulldogs. UMR jumped out to a quick 2-0 lead in the first period with goals from Lewandoski and Senior Steve Gorg.
The Miners then got into penalty trouble in the second with UMR being penalized 8 of the 12 minutes in the period
which the BuUdogs took advantage of, and pulled within one. Early in the third, Northeast scored to tie the game but
with around five minutes left in regulation time Go rg netted the game winner and UMR advanced to the championship
game. Northeast then beat Rose-Hulman 10-6 to advance to the final s and play UMR again.
This time the Bulldogs came out on fire scorin g two quick goals in the first which quieted the crowd immensely.
Gorg scored at the beginning of the second and Stazc uk tied the game up with around 6 minutes to go into regulation.
With time winding down it looked like the game was going into overtime but with 8 seconds left to go the Bulldogs
scored with a slapshot from center ice to give them the victory 3-2, the tournament championship, ·and put the Miner
hockey team in disbelief.
The Miners will have to bounce back and be ready in time for their biggest contest of the semester, the Purdue
Invitational which takes place this upcomi"g weekend in West Lafayette IN. This tournament will include teams from
Purdue, Michigan State, SIU Carbondale, Rose-Hulman, University of Wisconsin, University of illinois, and UMR _
So if you know any hockey players, wish them luck for the to urnament
.UMR In Line Hockey, Source
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training Doctors of Chiropractic
since 1922, and there has never
been a better time than now to
join this growing profession_
Take the first step toward your
future as an independent health
care professionaL Write for a free
admissions packet, or call toU-free_
Financial aid is available_

CLEVELAND
CHIROPRACTIC COLLEGE
Kansas City Campus
6401 Rockhill Road • Kansas City, MO 64131-1181
Cleveland Chiropractic College is accredited by the Council on Chiropractic
Education and the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools.

(800) 467-CCKC • (816) 333-8230

SIZZORX ANDS
Hair Designs
113A W. 7TH ST. ROLLA, MO 65401
JOAN SIMMONS

368-5773

COSMETOLOGIST. CERTIFI ED SKIN CARE.AND I~GE CONSULTANT

MON .-FRI.
SATURDAY
SUN/EVENINGS

STUDENT SPECIAL

9 TO 6
9 TO 3
BY APPOINTMENT

HAIRCUT $7.00

The Canterbury Club of
Christ Episcopal Church
Invites you to Join them
for Evening Service
every Sunday
at 6:00 PM
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Missouri Miner

Wednesday, November 8, 1995

Attention Students,
The Final Drop Date This Semester is

Thesday, November 14th
If You Need To Alter Your Schedule To Save Face In
Grades, Do Something Now, Before It's Too Late!!!
In Two Weeks, Don't Say That This Wasn't Announced.

PHI ETA SIGMA
PLAQUE SIGNING TEA
FRIDAY NOV. 10 4:30 PM
@ PI KAPPA

ALPHA

ALLMEMBERS~LCOME

MOVING SALE!
HOTPOINT ELECTRIC STOVE
-1 YR OLD HARDLY USED $150

MAN & WOMAN'S 26" SCHWINN MIDDLEWEIGHT BICYCLE
-USED VERY LITTLE. ORIGIONALlY $400 EACH SELL FOR $250 EACH ARM

29 GALLON COMPLETE SALT WATER AQUARIUM
-WITH WOOD STAND. ALTERS. PUMPS, LIVE ROCK, AND CORAL $175 ARM

PING PONG TABLE WITH ALL EQUIPMENT $35

AIDS affects
FAMILY
MEMBERS
and
FRIENDS as
well as those
infected.

CALL 364-9215 AFTER 6PM

CheerleCLdin
Tryouts
-

Clinics: November 8 & 10
November 11
Tryouts November 12th

8 - 10 pm
6 - 10 pm
10 am - Noon

HIV + children and their
family members .talk
openly with students
abolJt AIDS ...
to promote awareness,
advocate prevention and
share their experiences
of living with AIDS.
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Mu§t attend at lea§t
4- h()u.-§ ()f clinic§.

Where: Centennial Hall, UCE
When: Tuesday, N av. 14, 7 pm

Call Dionne @ 368-4652 for more information.

Sponsored by: UMR TECHS, Student
Action Team, Da Vinci Society, Student
Health & Student Activities
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